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Editorial
Hello and welcome to another Village
Journal – September 2015.
This month we had planned to unveil
the new Village Journal masthead but
sadly due to ill health this has been postponed until next month but for now I’ll
let you all in on a little secret.
The artwork that we commissioned has
been designed by our good friend and
long-time supporter of the VJ; local
artist and environmentalist Carolyn
Russell. The suspense is nearly killing
us as a lot of time and effort has gone
into the rebranding of the VJ while
taking into consideration and maintaining its local significance. Stay tuned
for next month’s masthead - it will be a
beauty.
Speaking of great artists and environmentalists; in this month’s edition we
also feature an interview with another
local icon; environmentalist and activist - Benny Zable who has been taking
his special brand of rabble raising to
the US of A. Also in this edition we
have the latest updates from the team
at Getup, the Greens, and the Friends
of the Koalas; the crew at WIRES, and
we will take a trip into the past with
‘perspectives from the VJ’, which looks
at the early VJs and life in this area in
the 1980s.
In fact this month’s VJ
is jam packed with a
whole host of interesting, entertaining and
informative pieces.
So get in to it!

Readers Forum...
Northern Rivers Greens Trivia
Fundraiser

Mummulgum Public School Spring Fete
5th September 10am – 2pm
Fun Rides, Market Stalls, Kids activities
Outside stallholders welcome
For details please call 6664 7205

Great prizes. 2 to 5 pm Sunday 20 September
2015 at South Lismore Bowling Club. $10 per
ticket. Make up a table of 10.
Contact Aniko Papp on 0400 305 715 for
more details.

Dear Ed
Two signs 20 meters down my driveway and
fleetingly observable from Dunoon Rd have
been stolen. In the sum total of statistical probability this was done by a local and again based
on probability a young male. One sign was a
heart shaped cut out with Lot 69 printed and
the other a triangular metal sign with bullet
holes and the outline of a kangaroo given to
me by a now deceased friend. If anyone has
espied either of these signs would they please
take the correct moral action?
Treefully, Paul Recher
Does King Kong eat kang kong while playing
ping pong in Hong Kong?

STOLEN -

The large handmade sculpted ceramic letterbox at 420 Mackie Road, Rosebank of Ann
Little's late husband Tim's head (very Buddha
like) was stolen on Sunday 23rd August.
If you see it please contact Ann on 66882116
- it is of great sentimental value.

Rainfall at 4 Wean Way, Federal
from: July 26 to August 25 was
55.9mm. What a storm we had
last night!
Kind Regards, David

Freedom Vivian

Fluoride Action

On Monday morning, 24th of August, a group of concerned
residents including traditional custodians gathered outside
the fluoridation plant in Arthur Rd, Corndale. They are part
of the many people concerned about Rous Waters' fluoridation. This is part of an ongoing campaign which includes Rally
at Rous, outside Rous Water, Molesworth St Lismore on the
16th of September 12-2pm. There will be an information stall
and musicians including Blakboi,
Mocris and Bo Kaan playing live.
To find out more go to Fluoride
Free Northern Rivers on Facebook.
If you want to get more involved in
future events txt your number to
0411781970. Thank you and
blessings, love and light,
Kate Marson

ENHANCE CREATIVITY
REDUCE STRESS
REDUCE SUFFERING
INCREASE AWARENESS
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Sea Eagle
Just after dark last week, an Ocean Shores
family heard a loud crack as a branch broke
from a nearby Hoop pine. They went outside
to investigate just in time to see a huge bird
crash into their pool fence and then the side
of the house. They were able to grab the bird
in a blanket and place it in a large box, before
calling WIRES Northern Rivers.
The bird was a magnificent juvenile Sea
Eagle, whose family regularly nest in the
pine trees.
After spending a few days in care, resting and
eating mullet, the eagle received a physical
examination and eye check by veterinarian
Phil from the Casino Vet Clinic. She was
given the all clear and taken back to Ocean
Shores for release.
The sea eagle parents were observed that
morning, so the bird family was happily
reunited.
WIRES is a registered charity, not a government service, and relies heavily on donations
from the general public. Your all-volunteer
Northern Rivers branch needs various types
of assistance -- as not all members do animal
rescues. Call the local 24-hour hotline on
6628 1898 or go to http://wiresnr.org/Helping.html to find out how you can help.

Mullum Music
Festival
If you love live music in intimate settings,
you will love the Mullum Music Festival (Nov
19-22). Over the last eight years, the Mullum
Music Festival has quietly (yet colourfully)
cemented its reputation as one of the best
little festivals around, offering something for
all tastes and ages. Set against the tranquil
and iconic backdrop of Mullumbimby in
Northern NSW the Mullum Music Festival is
testimony to the old adage ‘bigger isn’t always
better’.
Featuring live acts and performances from all
over Australia this year Mullum Music Festival
announces its most international and diverse
line up yet, bringing artists from across the
globe and musical spectrum to create its signature 4-day joyous gumbo of musical delights
in the halls, pubs, churches and streets of the
coastal town of Mullumbimby.
Mullum Music Festival remains a sanctuary
for musicians and music-lovers that want the
smorgasbord a festival offers but to experience
it in intimate, comfortable settings where the
beer is cheap and the parking is easy.
For tickets & info:
www.mullummusicfestival.com

Throug
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Recognise
Threatened Species
Day

Monday 7 September is national Threatened
Species Day, held to commemorate the death of the
last remaining Tasmanian tiger (also known as the
thylacine) at Hobart Zoo in 1936. Although recent
surveys show that Australians are more concerned
than ever about our impact on the environment
and despite the efforts of so many passionate
conservationists the day passes unnoticed by most
Australians.
It’s not my intention to dwell on our dismal record
of species extinction however I will mention that
over the past two centuries Australia’s mammal
fauna has collapsed to a greater degree than any
other plant or animal group. Indeed The Action
Plan for Australian Mammals 2012, published
last year, concluded that 29 mammal species – of
which 28 were endemic – representing 10% of the
pre-European endemic terrestrial mammal fauna
have become extinct. This same review found that
while most of us know about the thylacine, few of
us can name more than one or two other losses, e.g.
the desert bettong, toolache wallaby, lesser bilby,
long-tailed hopping-mouse, pig-footed bandicoot
or the crescent nailtail wallaby.
Mammal extinctions are still going on, the most
recent being the Christmas Island pipistrelle in
2009, but it is likely that the Bramble Cay melomys, a small, unobtrusive rodent, has since been
lost as well.
Obscure species are not the only ones on the brink.
The platypus, the long-nosed potoroo, the northern hairy-nosed wombat and of course the koala
are some of the more conspicuous and iconic
species in trouble. Indeed The Mammal Action
Plan considers that the platypus now qualifies as
‘Near Threatened’. As we invade its waters, as our
global activities increase the likelihood of extreme
drought, as cats and foxes take their toll and as
irresponsible fishing practices trap and drown
them. Discarded plastic and rubbish entangles
the platypus; agriculture, industry and exotic fish
pollute their watercourses; and a little known
fungal disease, probably introduced accidentally by
humans, peels their skin from them.
In NSW koalas are thought to number between
21,000 and 36,000. In the Northern Rivers there
might be as many as 5,000 koalas but only a fraction remains along the coast. In the Tweeds Heads
area north of the Tweed River the number is
thought to be fewer than 50. Recovery appears to
be impossible due to intensified urbanisation and
the lack of suitable habitat to support a long-term
population. The Iluka-Woombah locality is attributed with a similar number
The coastal councils of Tweed, Byron and Ballina
have all developed Comprehensive Koala Plans of
Management (CKPoMs) in an effort to bring their

koala populations back from the brink. Tweed’s
Plan was signed off by Council earlier in the
year but is still awaiting Department of Planning
approval. At the time of writing Byron Council is
considering the staff’s recommendation to approve
its Plan and Ballina Council is poised to endorse
its Plan for public exhibition. To the south, the
“Valley” councils of Richmond and Clarence are
also taking steps to develop management frameworks for managing their koala populations.
Encouragingly Lismore’s koala population appears
to have stabilised over recent years and may even
be kicking against the state trend of declining
numbers. The Council’s CKPoM, one of only four
approved by the State government over the 20
years’ life of its parent legislation, has been in place
for over two years but is poorly resourced.
Legislation and management plans are all very well

but successful species recovery comes from the
heart all of us doing our bit to make it happen.
So take a moment to reflect on Threatened Species
Day and to commit to identifying what you can do
to save a species from extinction.
To report a koala in trouble, or a sighting (live
or dead), please ring Friends of the Koala’s 24/7
Rescue Hotline: (02)6622 1233. For information
about koalas, their food trees and how you can
assist koala conservation, visit: www.friendsofthekoala.org or email info@friendsofthekoala.org or
phone 6622 1233. Please follow us on Facebook.
Lorraine Vass
President
Friends of the Koala, Inc.

Dear Friends of RCI,
Our upcoming AGM and next general
meeting will be held on Wednesday 16th
September at 7pm at Rosebank Hall, and we
would like to invite you to come along.
We have had an active year, with a good
gathering at Repentance Creek Hall for
ANZAC Day and our first attempt for a long
time at conducting a 2UP afternoon, with
yummy food and Anzac Biscuits.
We also recently held a successful Curry Night
at Rosebank Hall, which was enjoyed by all
those who attended.
We are planning on organising future fun
events, with food and forums and film screenings too, and are always open to suggestions
for other events.
If you’d like to come along to the AGM you’ll
get to meet other locals; some newcomers and
others who’ve been around longer in our beautiful Rosebank and beyond area, who share a
love of our part of the world.
You don’t have to take on any committee roles
but can give us your ideas a`nd feedback on
what you’d like to see happen in our local area.
I have also been attending the Community
Planning Days conducted by the Lismore City
Council and members of RCI will be working
with them on the many ideas that emerged
from the forums, to improve the amenity of
our beautiful hinterland home.
Hoping to see you at our AGM, other general
meetings, or at one of our gatherings in the
future.
All the very best,
Lydia Kindred,
Current RCI Chair

The Bangalow & Hinterland Specialist
A selection of properties we have SOLD
recently! Why? It’s simple!
We have the experience, the local knowledge,
and we get the results for our clients.
General Stubbs Drive, Rosebank

Teak Lane, Federfal

Kingsvale Road, Myocum

Myocum Road, Myocum

Fernleigh Road, Brooklet

Old Byron Bay Road, Newrybar

Coolamon Scenic Dr, Coorabell

Dunoon ROad, Dorroughby

For a Free Appraisal - please call now.
Let US work for YOU!
19a Byron Street, Bangalow
www.eldersbangalow.com.au

Arthur Road, Dorroughby

The Manse Road, Myocum
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Adani & Abbott vs the Environment & the People
Two weeks ago, the Federal Court overturned the
approval of Adani's monstrous Carmichael coal
mine. It was a historic victory that reverberated
across the country, and was funded by thousands
of GetUp members.
The court case was one of only a handful of times
in the history of Australian environmental law
where the courts have ruled in favour of concerned
citizens over a big mining company.
The people beat Adani in court, so now Tony
Abbott is trying to change the law.
If Abbott and the coal lobby get their way, only
people who live directly next to the mining site will
be able to object and concerned citizens like the
Mackay Conservation Group, who won this case,
will lose their legal rights to ensure our government follows the law.
The statistics prove how overblown Abbott's
response is. Since the Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act was introduced in
2000, there have been 5,500 projects referred to
the minister for approval. Only two have ever been
overturned in court.
Now they want to weaken the community's legal
power even further, and the Murdoch press is on
the bandwagon. Every day, papers like The Austra-

lian and the Courier Mail are running front pages
and major stories attacking conservation groups,
waging a tireless ideological war attacking our
environmental laws.
With attack pieces covering front pages across the
country every day, there's a real danger the politicians who will vote on these new laws could
mistake this cynical media campaign for public
sentiment and cave to Abbott's pressure.
Abbott and his backers in the Murdoch press
are missing the point that you don't have to live
directly next to a project like Adani's to be affected
by it. We are all affected by dangerous climate
change, we will all be affected by the destruction
of the Great Barrier Reef, and we should all be
concerned about a mining giant destroying the
land and culture of Traditional Owners, and wasting billions of litres of precious groundwater to
wash their dirty coal.
In all their attacks the big polluters and their
backers in the Murdoch press tactfully avoid
mentioning the uncomfortable fact that the
mining and burning of coal is warming the planet
and destroying our Great Barrier Reef. They ignore
the fact that while the rest of the world is making
a rapid transition to renewable power, their blind
devotion to coal is crippling investment and jobs
in a clean economy.
The thousands of GetUp members who funded the

case at the heart of this furore have been accused
of 'sabotage' by Prime Minister Tony Abbott,
and, bizarrely, of 'vigilante litigation' by Attorney
General George Brandis. They've tried to dismiss
the case as the work of a select few 'radical green
activists'.
When they say 'vigilantes', what they really mean
is thousands of everyday citizens passionate about
not destroying our precious natural wonders, just
so a few vested interests can profit from pollution.
Their hypocrisy is breathtaking, and their rabid
attempts to crush dissent by removing our rights
to challenge projects in court is seriously concerning for the future of our democracy. It's a cynical
attack designed to severely limit the community's
ability to defend people and the environment,
and continue to let big polluters like Adani have
their way. It would be a terrible outcome for our
environment, and a terrible outcome for our
democracy.
Abbott might be hell bent on the changes, but to
weaken these crucial environmental laws he'll need
to convince the crossbench senators to vote for it.
Can you contact your crossbench senator and
urge them not to support the Coalition's callous
attempt to stop citizens challenging destructive
projects?
Adam and Sam R, for the GetUp Team
GetUp is an independent,
not-for-profit
community campaigning group. We use new
technology to empower
Australians to have
their say on important
national issues. We
receive no political party
or government funding,
and every campaign we
run is entirely supported
by voluntary donations.

65 MAGELLAN ST LISMORE

02 6622 4996
Sales • Service
Out-Calls • Tuition

•

Fully Insured

•

Registered

•

Police Checked

•

Personalised & Tailored one on one packages

•

Owner operated – ensuring you receive the very best
service for your beloved pet and home directly from
the business owner (Simone)

•

Daily text to let you know how your pet/s are going

Complimentary meet and greet and fantastic local specials
and rates
For further information contact Simone on 0421 686 600,
email enquiries@furandfoliage.com.au or message me on
Facebook (Fur and Foliage)
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Latest on Medicinal Marijuana in LAZY GIRL'S INDIAN
LIME PICKLES
Australia from Lucy Haslam
8 limes
Dear Medicinal Cannabis Supporter
Last week I travelled to Canberra for the handing down of the Senate Enquiry findings into the
Regulator of Medicinal Cannabis Bill 2014. The
outcome was mixed.
The Senate Committee unanimously recommended the Bill be adopted as law but there are
amendments to be made and the Health Minister
is not yet fully supportive.
It is clear to me that in this instance…the people
need to lead the Government into doing what is
right. The reality is that they are too slow for those
that need help now. Planned clinical trials will be
of benefit years from now and many, have in fact,
already been completed overseas.
Australia needs a Compassionate Access Scheme
for Medicinal Cannabis, and many other countries
throughout the world already have this in place. I
plan to make this happen in Australia with the help
of people like you.
I co-founded an organisation called “United in
Compassion”. We have just registered as a Not
for Profit. I have assembled the best minds in the
country to help the Australian people develop a
Compassionate Access Scheme. We are not going
to wait for the Government….we are going to
purchase land, set up a research laboratory and
provide the very best genetically breed medicine
for the people.
Now I can hear you saying “you must be mad” but
let me assure you that the only thing we are lacking here are the dollars to make this a reality. We
do not want financial investors who are motivated
only by profit. This is about enacting compassion.
Here is the plan and how you can help…..
• Please join our group as a supporter via our

website
• Please consider financially contributing to this
vision for Australia. I think that the compassion
and support shown to my family over the past eighteen months is indicative of the strength of feeling
surrounding this issue. We now have capacity to
receive donations via our website.
• Please help spread the word to other likeminded
Australians who may wish to participate….We are
particularly seeking high profile people including
entertainers who may wish to donate their time
and talents to a planned entertainment event….a
little like the Band Aid “Feed the World” campaign
of the 1980’s, this could be our “Heal the World”
equivalent under the banner of United in Compassion. We are thinking big, we are thinking a large,
live, outdoor event at ‘Hope Estate’ in the Hunter
Valley, NSW or similar!
Be prepared to feel great about caring for a large
number of very sick people and please be reassured
that I have done my homework. I was once very
opposed to cannabis use but now having learnt
about the history of prohibition and about the
propaganda, having met world experts in medicinal cannabis and having witnessed the benefits first
hand…I know this is absolutely the right thing to
do…I just need to know are you with me?
Lucy Haslam
Co-Founder - United in Compassion
0409 165 889
lucy.haslam@unitedincompassion.com.au

1 tablespoon salt
2 tablespoons mustard seed oil (see note)
2 teaspoons mustard seeds
3 garlic cloves, finely chopped
2cm-piece fresh ginger, peeled, finely chopped
2 teaspoons ground cumin
2 teaspoons ground coriander
1/2 teaspoon chilli powder
125ml (1/2 cup) water
125g (3/4 cup, lightly packed) brown sugar
2 tablespoons white vinegar
Cut each lime into 8 wedges and then each
wedge into half again. Place in a large bowl.
Sprinkle with the salt. Cover and set aside in a
cool dry place, stirring occasionally, for 2 days.
Heat the oil in a medium saucepan over
medium heat. Add the mustard seeds and cook
for 30 seconds or until the seeds start to pop.
Add the garlic, ginger, cumin, coriander and
chilli powder. Cook, stirring, for 30 seconds
or until aromatic.
Stir in the limes and liquid they've created,
water, sugar and vinegar and bring to the boil.
Reduce heat to low and simmer, stirring occasionally, for 15 minutes or until the mixture
is thick.
Spoon into sterilised glass jars. Seal and set
aside for 1 week to develop the flavours.
By Mary

CREEK TO COAST FARM SERVICES
• Rural Fencing Contractor
• Barbed wire & electric fencing
• Stockyards and round yards

Matt: 0432 752 384
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Resources for Shark Surveillance and Research Welcome
Greens Spokesperson on Marine Environment and Fisheries and Member for Ballina
Tamara Smith has welcomed a commitment
of $250,000 in funding for surveillance,
research and public education to help the
Ballina community respond to recent shark
activity on the North Coast.
Ms Smith said, “The community has been
calling for support and this new money
will help us to learn more about local shark
behaviour and ensure the public has the best
information to help reduce the risk of future
shark incidents.
“I have sought a briefing from the Government on the details of the proposal and
would encourage the Minister to actively
engage with the local Shark Mitigation Advisory Group to implement this program.
“The community needs to be part of this
process so we can help shape the program
with local knowledge.
“It is important to note there is political consensus that culling sharks is not the
answer and that culling and shark nets are
not part of this program. Experience shows
that research, surveillance and public education is the best way to keep people safe and
ensure we preserve healthy and biodiverse
oceans.
I am still calling on the Government to hold

some of the proposed trials of non-lethal
deterrent technologies on Ballina beaches
and am calling for the announced Shark
Summit to be held on the North Coast,” Ms
Smith said.
For more information: Justin Field 0439 205
835 – or (02) 9230 3653

New ‘Communities’ Voice’ Political
Party Moves Forward
The potential new Direct Democracy political
party, Communities’ Voice, which is forming locally, has now found great headquarters
upstairs at 88 Keen Street, Lismore, where we
will conduct meetings and create a community
space with local art and crafts on exhibition
and for sale.
If you would like to be involved, become
a member at $5 membership, and/or join
our committee you are most welcome to
drop in or contact me on 0421603253. We
have a new Facebook page which will act as
an initial voting point until we organise our
regular online voting system, and our email is:
communitiesvoice@hotmail.com
As we need to find 500 members to apply for
registration of the party, please contact us if
you are interested in supporting regular online
voting on the important issues facing
Australia.
Lydia Kindred

Flamenco for Beginners
Kelly Houghton from Arte Gitana (Gypsy Art)
Flamenco has been teaching and performing
throughout the Northern Rivers for many years.
Dancing flamenco since the age of 7 Kelly was
fortunate enough to study the art of flamenco
at the Diana Reyes flamenco studio in Sydney
and performed regularly at The Spanish Club
in Sydney before making the tree change to the
Northern Rivers.
For those who are interested, there are currently
classes for beginners in both Bangalow and
Lismore with Kelly and fellow dance instructor
Serena Joy. The aim of the classes is not only
to develop new ways of moving your body and
feet but to foster a connection to the music and
rhythms also.
Bangalow classes: Wed 5-6pm @ Catholic Hall
on Deacon St. Ph: Kelly 0416 122 454 (Bangalow classes).
Lismore classes: Sat10-11am at The Green
Room. Contact Serena 0405 819 404 (Lismore
classes) Facebook page 'Arte Gitana't

We understand that your needs may be changing and at Telstra Store
Lismore, we’re here to provide you with the latest information on Telstra’s
products, plans and services.
Our local team in Lismore are ready, so come in store for a chat today.
Telstra Store Lismore
23-25 Woodlark Street
Lismore, 2480
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Ballina jobs summit sets task
list for local MP
Greens Member for Ballina Tamara Smith has thanked the local
community for coming together to look at long-term solutions to
grow sustainable jobs across the region.
Reporting back from the Jobs Summit held last week, Ms Smith
said, “The Summit was a great success and the overwhelming feedback was that it was an important thing to do and people came
away with a shared understanding of where the priorities for growing sustainable jobs lie.”
60 local business owners, industry and government representatives,
jobs service providers and educators participated in the Summit
which aimed to address the question of driving sustainable jobs
growth within the Ballina electorate.
Ms Smith said, “The Summit identified a number of major road
blocks to local job creation including access to fast broadband,
public transport, the lack of a regional brand to highlight the region
to the country and world and a general lack of understanding
by decision makers in Sydney about the issues on-the-ground in
regional areas.
“The meeting has asked me to take up these issues with the Government and that was the point of the summit. It is a task list for me
and I know when I advocate for these things in the Parliament that
I do so with the backing of the local community and in support of
sustainable jobs,” Ms Smith said.
Copies of the presentations from the day can be made available on
request.
More Information: Justin Field 0439 205 835 or 9230 3653

Chronic Pain Support Group, Clunes.
Do you or any of your loved ones suffer chronic pain?
Do you sometimes find it difficult to manage the many frustrations associated
with chronic pain?
Has chronic pain changed your life?
I have suffered chronic pain for many years, with greater intensity in the last 18
months. One realisation I have come to is that there is limited understanding
of living with chronic pain, and whilst you may have been lucky enough to
find a great support team, there are many of us who struggle with the isolation
and stigma which all too often accompanies this condition.
In addition, one of the biggest issues I have found is rediscovering yourself and
adapting to a new life which incorporates the consistent, often unpredictable
‘you’. Chronic pain affects every tiny aspect of our lives; our sense of self, relationships, work, finances, travel, dreams and previous goals.
With all this in mind, I thought I would ask if anyone in the local area is
interested in joining with me in a support group so we can openly discuss
some of these issues and in the process, maybe learn from each other, and also
know that we are not alone with this condition. I do have a background in
psychology, have been a clinical counsellor for nearly three decades and spent
my professional life working with people who experience loss and stigmatised
grief. This does not make me an expert in pain, but it does give me some skills
to facilitate a group such as this.
If you are interested, please contact me (Dawn) via email on;
dawn@nothingchangesifnothingchanges.com.au
Ph: 0417 633 977
And if you want to know a little more about me, feel free to check out my two
websites.
www.nothingchangesifnothingchanges.com.au
www.highlandretreat.com.au
Dr Dawn Macintyre

LOCAL

ph. 6629 1270 or 0419 175 775

Proudly supporting the Village Journal
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The VJ – a trip through time; perspectives from the past
As Editor it is my responsibility to be the
keeper and caretaker of a collection of vintage
VJs dating back to 1987. Since that date we
have kept one of almost every edition – sadly
not all as some have been lost or destroyed.
The VJ is a part of life in this area and acts as
a recorded historical collective, a testimony to
life in the Rainbow Region since the 1980s.
Looking after the collection it is like being the
custodian of a time capsule.
Recently I began reading back through the
historical backlog of Village Journals from the
very first edition in Feb 1987 when Ian Horsfield began writing, editing and printing the
VJ out of his home on Fox Road in Rosebank.
Ian was the Editor until the mid-1990’s and his
stated intention was to inform and empower
locals by creating a platform for communicating with each other about local events and
to hand deliver a copy to council members
each month as an official way to highlight the
grassroots concerns/issues and to draw council attention away from Lismore and to the
surrounding villages.
The original VJ was black and white with the
same masthead but without a cover photo
or calendar and it was smaller in size, page
numbers and distribution than the current
run. In 1987 the VJ saw 250 copies printed
and was distributed to Rosebank, Repentance
Creek and Upper Coopers Creek.
What I found so fascinating reading through
the pages of our collective history was the
articles written by families whose parents
or grandparents were the first frontier of
‘pioneers’, who literally carved their farms out
of the big scrub and built their houses from the
dirt up. Years later their descendants wrote in
reminiscing back to those times when life was
lived on the land. Life was hard and yet simple

editor@villagejournal.org.au

and more in tune with nature as it revolved were scarcely heard. I’m only up to the 20th
around the cycle of the seasons. The majority edition so this may all change but it seems that
of the locals lived ‘off the grid’, with no elec- women only wrote ‘opinion pieces’ or spoke on
tricity or refrigeration and relied on the buggy homely topics and deferred to men as ‘authoriand cart to bring out supplies once a month. ties’. Thankfully things have changed and our
There was no phone, no internet, no conve- current VJ Team is comprised of four women
nience or corner store!
and we have many women writing in.
The publication of the first VJs came at a time Anyhow back to 1987 - between the blokes
of rapid expansion and the industrialization of there is a strong display of mateship with a lot
the local dairy industry and during this time of verbal jousting back and forth between indimany famers had to either ‘go big or sell off’ vidual participants and the Editor also (good
just to keep their family business or farm. That to see I’m keeping up that fine tradition). The
stark financial reality created a wave of cattle term that drove this all home to me was the use
farmers selling off cattle and subdividing their of a ‘scholar and a gentleman’, used in referblocks to keep their heads above water. Luckily ence to one of the local scallywags.
there was someone willing to buy the smaller In the eighties VJ contributors and readers
and at times useless, degraded blocks, they alike dealt with floods, heat and ticks, feral
were of course the ‘greenies’ – the greener than dogs, disgruntled neighbours, the bureaucracy
green highly idealistic ‘alternative hippy types’ of the Council, weeds and snakes. While the
who came back in droves after the Aquarius VJ Editor dealt with not enough articles or
Festival in 1973. Without this green arrival submissions from the public and not enough
things would have been very bleak in these money or advertisers.
parts.
So it seems no matter how much things change
The early VJs struck me as a very progressive some things still remain the same.
publication with the Environment and local
Freedom Vivian
politics being firmly
placed centre stage as
the second wave of
pioneers found their
place in the Rainbow
Region.
79 Stuart St Mullumbimby • 6684 3002
In the earlier editions a
sign of the times that I
* Herbs * Homeopathics * Naturopathic
noted was the absence
Consultations * Massage * Cleanse Programs
of the female voice.
*Ayurvedic & Chinese Medicines * Iridology
Men dominated the
* Kinesiology * Allergy Testing
pages of the VJ, their
Private Consultations Available
interests, opinions and
mullumherbals@gmail.com
• www.mullumherbals.com
beliefs and the women’s
perspective or voices
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Truth in Media?		

...Freedom Vivian

Once you know what to look for the Internet is an
amazing place to learn about what is really going
on in the world.
So it may come as no great surprise to see that the
Governments of almost every country are trying
to control the Internet. Because if you control
the media you control the message. So the next
time the Gov tells you it’s trying to crack down
on illegal activity on the web – don’t believe it.
What they are really doing is giving you a palatable
excuse so you will happily give up a huge piece of
your freedom.
Back to the appearance of ‘balanced media’. Well
the appearance is easy to apply – you run your best
case on its merits from your perspective and then
you interview someone with an opposing view. So
it looks like your being ‘balanced’ but make sure
you interview someone who is not as educated,
versed or good looking as your mouth piece
(presenter of information). Or if that fails - you
just make up stuff and say it loudly and repeatedly
until people say it back to you and then you can
call it ‘the voice of the people’ or ‘ the peoples will’
or something similar.
The classic example of ‘unbiased’ and ‘balanced’
media this was the unfortunate case of Crows
Coach Phil Walsh who was stabbed to death in
their family home by his 26 year old son Sy. This
horrific event occurred on June the 3rd at the
height of the media driven ‘Ice Epidemic’ (that
isn’t an epidemic and probably isn’t ‘ice’ either).
So one of the unbiased
MSM stations actually
contacted the police to
enquire whether or not
(fingers crossed) Ice was
a factor. Then when
the they were told ‘No’
the least unbiased the
ABC reported that the
‘Police said they have
so far found nothing to
suggest Ice was a factor,
but they stressed the
investigation was in its
infancy’. And the rest of
the MSM decided not
to let the truth get in the
way of a good story and
continued to run headlines like this:
‘Police downplay speculation that ice was
involved’
r your
‘Ice link probed in
to the VJ fo
Walsh slaying’
Edition!

Recently I was accused of being ‘unbalanced’, not
mentally – of course but in an article I had written
about Fluoride. It got me thinking about a long
held urban legend that should be dispelled for
what it is - a media myth. I am speaking of the
myth of an ‘unbiased or balanced media’.
Does anyone really believe in an ‘unbiased media’?
Is there really any such thing as balanced media? I
pose the question as someone who is a student of
Media (Bach Media) and who works using multiMedia platforms and as a purveyor of Media in
its many varying forms. In my humble but well
researched opinion I say no there is not. Sure there
are guidelines and general media principles applied
and supposedly upheld but they are tokenistic
at best. There are two forms of media and no it’s
not print and digital – instead we have the David
and Goliath story of Main Stream Media vs The
Peoples media collective.
Main stream media (MSM) which you will find
in Australia (and many places around the world)
are owned by the Murdock’s or Packers and are
run not to educate or enlighten but to maintain
the status quo and prop up the oligarchy through
subtle brain washing via ‘entertainment’. MSM
covers the commercial channels and papers, has
unlimited resources, money and contacts and the
power to overturn Governments.
The People Media Collective is …. The Internet.
There are so many website, blogs and forums the
people are literally evolving in one generation.

ting

ons
Congratulati 0th
30
e and
nue to surviv
May you conti the benefit of the
prosper, for munity.
com

Proudly suppor
the VJ

‘Police investigating ice link’…….
Oh so it was ‘the Ice’????Oh wait hang on……
Another example of MSM manipulation is every
story we have ever heard coming out of the Middle
East or about Arab Springs and uprisings. All of
which are filtered through the media, through
their use of certain language, terminology, phrases,
insinuations and manipulations. They want us to
see it as a threat, a doomed experiment. They show
us what they want us to know and nothing more.
They want to keep us scared, docile and apathetic
consumers. So before you accuse someone like me
of being unbalanced ask yourself ‘what does she
have to gain by warning us about Fluoride’? Nothing. What do big business/ industry and Gov have
to gain from the addition of Fluoride to the water?
$$$
Look to your MSM if you want to see a biased and
unbalanced media.
Publications like the VJ have a proud history of
grassroots media by the people for the people as
counter flow against the hegemony. Even in the
face of criticism I have nothing but praise for the
VJ Editors that have come before me and all the
counter flow media outlets and peoples
publications for keeping it real.
The phone number for the fluoride hotline is
0411781970

Fluoride Action at Corndale Plant - Jenny Love
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This Psychological Life 					
My slight obsession with riding a bike for
fitness has nothing whatsoever to do with
the fact that I get to wear lycra. What’s
more, my shorts are basic black and not the
multicoloured display that certain politicians, for example, seem to prefer in what is
clearly a part of a mating ritual. Cycling is
certainly easier on the joints and you get to
see more of the world than when jogging:
that is if you’re not gasping too much for
breath to take any notice. Did you ever see
a smiling jogger? But I digress.
A couple of days ago I was taking a more
leisurely ride along a joint cycle and pedestrian track at Hervey Bay. Intuitively you’d
think that this concept makes sense: in
actual fact it turned out that it would be
safer for either party to mix it with the
Queensland traffic on the road, rather than
on this shared deathtrap. As I approached
walkers and joggers I dutifully rang my
bell to let them know that the Lycra Lad
was near. Mostly it worked. But then there
were those who not only didn’t move but
did crazy things like veer across me forcing some evasive action or a testing of the
brakes. My reflexes are not what they used
to be and it was lucky that we didn’t have
a pile up and a section on the front page of
the local paper.
Then of course came jogger rage. But it
made no difference at all that I pointed out
that I had rung my bell. It turns out that the
reason they couldn’t hear me was because
they had one of those Ipoddie things stuck

in their ears with the volume turned up in
the red zone.
I’ve noticed that lots of people wear these
things now when exercising, commuting
(particularly in the city), shopping, everywhere, in fact. What is it about them that
they want to dissociate themselves from
what is going on, particularly from other
people? If jogging or walking is that bad
that you need to disappear into your head
completely, then why put yourself through
the pain?
And it just seems plain dangerous not to be
in touch with one’s surroundings.
I was cooking tea the other night on the
bbq at a caravan park. The cooking area
is next to the kid’s playground. Two little
girls of about 3 and 4 were playing and,
sort of, supervised by dad. For the good
half an hour we were there, dad was talking on a mobile: disengaged from the kids.
They kept running to him and calling out
for him to ‘give them a push’ or a twirl but
he was intent on the phone call. Incidentally the call appeared to be social, not that
it should matter. It seemed to me to be an
opportunity lost. A bit like watching reality
TV: why not live real life instead. Don’t get
me started on that spelling bee insanity!
Increasingly we seem to be disengaged with
the present: there but not there. Not just
with listening to music but texting, checking Facebook for our imaginary friends,
Instagraming for those with long term

...by Stewart Hase

memory problems, capturing the past.
Apart from the obvious risk of a nasty accident, I wonder if we miss out in lots of ways
by not being fully in the moment. Certainly
people who, in their thoughts, live in the
past or the future are less likely to enjoy the
present. Is this true for people who are not
present in their behaviour too? I wonder if
suddenly, the tuned out person, wakes up
and realizes that their life has passed them
by but they weren’t really there. Or maybe
that is the nature of reality no matter what
we do. Deep!
In any case make sure the volume is not
turned up too loud so that you can hear the
tinkle of the bike bell behind you: the Lycra
Lad may be looming close.
Dr Stewart Hase
Consultant Psychologist
Classes Start Monday 28th September

Clunes
Coronation Hall
Monday Class
6.00pm - 7.30pm
Thursday Class
9.30am - 11.00am
Increase Awareness
Re-Balance

editor@villagejournal.org.au

PO Box 274, Lismore 2480

Relieve Stress
Fitness

Contact Linda: 0437 406 391
lindajkelly@outlook.com
Instagram: LINDAKELLY_

ph 0421 603 253
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Deep Southern Skies for September 2015
Welcome to a monthly description of our
northern NSW night sky.
HIGHLIGHTS
•

Mercury at best for evening viewing.

•

Mars and Regulus close.

•

Jupiter, Mars and Venus make for a predawn alignment.

THE MOON
5th

Last Quarter.

13th

New Moon.

14th
Moon at apogee (farthest from
Earth at 406,464 km)*.
21st

First Quarter.

day and night equal.
Mars is visible in the eastern dawn sky,
moving through Cancer during the first week
of the month before crossing into Leo. On
the 11th, the 27-day old waning crescent
Moon appears above and south (right) of the
planet. From the 24th to 26th, Mars passes
within 1° of Regulus (Alpha Leonis), the
brightest star in Leo.
Jupiter returns to the eastern dawn sky in
Leo. By month end, Jupiter, Mars and Venus
will be seen together in the constellation of
the Lion. Try to catch this great alignment if
you are up early!
Saturn is visible in the early western evening
sky after dusk, setting prior to midnight.

28th
Moon at perigee (closest to Earth at
356,877 km)*.
28th

Take a look at the two images of the Moon to
see the difference in appearance at these two
distances from Earth that occur each Lunar
month (29 days).

The Earth is at its vernal (spring) equinox on
the 23rd. An observer on the equator will see
the Sun rise due east and set due west with

Pluto, in Sagittarius, is an evening object
crossing the meridian (due north) around
7 pm mid-month. It appears stationary on
the 24th as it ends six months of retrograde
motion, thereafter it returns to a west to east
direction against the star field.
Comet 10P/Tempel 2 starts the month at
11th magnitude in Libra where it remains
until late September when it moves into Scorpius. Setting late in the evening, the first half
of the month will see no moonlight interference and Tempel 2 remains approximately 9°
from comet Kopff during the month.

Comet C/2013 US10 (Catalina) opens in
September in the constellation of Norma
when it might be 7th magnitude in brightness. Quickly moving into Circus and Lupus,
Catalina is best observed in the evening sky
before it ends the month in Centaurus.

THE PLANETS

Venus begins as the Morning Star, staying
this way till June 2016. Bright and bold in
the morning dawn, the planet spends most
of the month in Cancer before moving into
Leo. On the 10th, the 26-day old waning
crescent Moon appears to the north (left) of
Venus.The planet also reaches its greatest illuminated extent on the 22nd at a very bright
-4.5 magnitude.

Dwarf Planets and Small Solar System Bodies

Comet 22P/Kopff remains at 12th magnitude and in Libra throughout September,
setting mid-evening. Best observing will be
the first half of the month when the sky is
Moonless.

Full Moon.

Mercury is at its best for observation in the
western evening sky for the first three weeks
of the month. Locating the planet is straightforward as it meanders in Virgo below the
1st magnitude star Spica (Alpha Virginis),
and can be seen in the dark sky after the end
of twilight. On the 15th, the slender crescent
of the 2-day old Moon appears to the north
(right) of the planet.

with moderate magnification will resolve the
planet into a small bluish disk.

Acknowledgements
On the 19th, the 5-day old waxing crescent
Moon appears nearby the planet. On the
20th, Comet Tempel 2 is only 2.3° north of
Saturn.
Uranus rises after dusk in the east and is
visible for the rest of the night as it heads
towards opposition next month. At 5.7
magnitude Uranus is visible to the unaided
eye under dark skies.

Astronomy 2015 Australia. Quasar Publishing 2014.
The SkyX Professional Edition planetarium
software.
Lunar image, Chander Devgun credit.
Al Brockman
deepsouthernskies@gmail.com
www.deepsouthernskies.org

Neptune is at opposition on the 1st and
is visible in the eastern sky after twilight
in Aquarius. Telescopes larger than
100 mm diameter
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TPP- A further set back to Papuan
self-determination
Indonesia invaded Papua during 1962, renaming West Papua ‘Irian Jaya’. Lead by a US-backed
military coup, President Suharto removed
Sukarno in 1966. Indonesia continues to occupy
West Papua illegally under international law,
while Britain, Australia and the US turn a blind
eye to the annexing of West Papua. Australia has
gained the lion’s share of the economic windfalls
and democratic freedoms from this shadowy
contract, while our closest neighbours in West
Papua have been left to the hyenas!
This illegal invasion of once Dutch governed
Papua, was initially a US attempted stifling of
‘Communism’s’ push south towards the equator,
while appeasing Indonesia as a way of strengthening its allegiances within the Asia Pacific. From
1967, 30 year mining license was allocated to the
US, followed by very lucrative financial deals set
at the feet of British and Australian corporations,
to pillage the rich reserves of gold and copper
within this equatorial jewel. Under International
law it is the human right of every person to seek
self-determination through peaceful means.
West Papuans remain to forego their right to
protest against Indonesian control and its civil
unrest. While UN Indigenous Rights conventions suggest protection, atrocities still occur,
where international journalists and observers are
banned from entering West Papua.
The US lead Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP) was
designed to protect and enhance US-Pacific partner nation’s future economic growth. However,
this new economical formulation would see the
installation of rights which support multinational corporations, providing never before seen
powers, which, in effect, will provide for the
possible side-stepping of signatory government
laws and policies, such as those protecting the
environment and its citizens by placing the cost
of national trade regulations to the signatory
nations’ obligation. With the rise of economic
powerhouse China, the Obama administra-

tion is urgent in the netting
of signatories from these
Pacific nations. The US is
currently indebted to China
to the tune of $1.2 trillion!
However, China is not in
any great hurry to demand
its returns in capital, as the
interest it nets from this
financial arrangement with
the US allows it to build infrastructure projects
around the world.
It was thought that the Australian Government would capitulated to the US during this
undemocratic process, where our corporate
media has until now kept us in the dark as to
the TPP agenda. The US would like to finalise
trade agreements by January 2016. However, all
nations have urgent concerns. At least for now
at the TPP meeting in Hawaii, our government
is ‘sticking up’ for our rights to bolster trade
in agricultural products, such as an increase in
sugarcane imports to the US market. Though
Indonesia was wary about signing the TPP agreement, and until now hasn’t, their economical and
military support of the US will see multinational
corporation’s trade freedoms influencing market
behaviour within Papua, and in time Indonesia will probably sign along the dotted line
to support market-based harmony within the
region. With the fear of an encroaching China,
deals with the devil will continue as a way to
provide a haven for the economic and military
movements at play within the Asia Pacific, via
the US and its allies, as the power and mobilisation of indigenous Papuans continues to wain. It
appears that the indigenous groups of the Asia
Pacific region have had their time in the sun, and
the vacuuming of resources devised to line the
pockets of West, and its partners, will enhance
globalisation, and sack any sanctity of cultural
health and indigenous self-determination.
Ian Browne
•
Read the full essay ‘Free West
Papua-OR-Free Trade USA’ @ Ian Browne
Academia

Enova – a new way of
thinking about Energy!
Approximately 95% of residents in Clunes &
surrounding areas a couple of years ago said they
did not want to entertain the CSG industry here.
It goes without saying then that they also do not
want to invest in a company which invests in or
directly mines Coal Seam Gas. However many of
us do just that when we pay our electricity bill.
Most of the big retailers of electricity in our region
(Origin, AGL to name two) are directly involved
in the CSG industry as most of us know. Up
until recently there was no other option, that has
changed though.
Enova, Australia's first community owned
renewable energy retailing & installation business
are a local company currently entering the market
& invite us to be part of them. Their stated aims
are to supply 100% renewable energy (wind or
solar – not forest waste) to us, the consumers,
from local sources using local employees, financed
by local shareholders. 'Local' being residents living
from the Tweed to the Clarence. Their constitution states that they must be at least 51% locally
owned, they hope for much more.
As a start-up company Enova is offering 4000
shares at $1000 each from 20.08.15 to 25.09.15
(dates may vary so check their website). Once the
shares are distributed Enova hopes & expects to
gain an energy retailers licence from the Australian Energy Regulator. As an energy retailer Enova
aims to secure 5,000 customers representing 4% of
the 130,000 households in the Northern Rivers by
June 2018. It also aims to advise & install renewable energy systems & energy storage systems as
well as educate the public in renewable energy.
The management of Enova aim to provide the
States lowest Green Power prices & the highest
feed-in tariffs. These prices would hold for the
duration of your agreement with them. They say
the big fellas might initially offer less, however
that would be a short term proposition, after
which your price would go back to the normal
non-discounted one.
It would seem to me that most of us who have
any comprehension of the energy market are not
very impressed by what we are being offered as
far as energy price goes, the fixed supply charge
which can add quite an amount proportionally to
an energy bill, especially if you don't use a lot of
energy, where that energy is coming from (at least
70% is from coal in Australia) & what else these
energy retailers are investing in such as CSG. So
pro-activity is required & investment in an energy
company such as this is the way to go. 'Without
some risk in life we won't go forward!'
For those interested in either buying shares in
Enova or changing over to them as a retailer, or
both, go to www.enovaenergy.com.au & download the prospectus. Future local meetings will be
held at: Tweed Heads Sept. 2, Nimbin on Sept.
9 & Federal on Sept. 14. Check the website for
times & venues.
Jim Edwards
(disclaimer: at the time of writing this I do not
have a financial interest in Enova however in the
near future I may buy shares in it)
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Eureka Public
School

Premier’s Spelling Bee
This year we have 3 very talented spellers
heading to the Regional Final of the Premier’s
Spelling Bee. Luka Gregory, Hunter Gallegos
and Harper Gallegos will all be competing against students in the stage group from
schools all over the Far North Coast for a place
at the Finals in Sydney latter in the year. We
wish all three students the best and congratulate them on their achievement getting to the
regional Final.
Kindergarten 2016 Transition to School
Program
Our annual Transition to Kindergarten
program commences in Week 2 Term 4
(Wednesday 14th October) and runs for 5
consecutive Wednesdays. Please contact the
school if you are interested in finding out more
about why Eureka Public School is the perfect
school for your child. For an appointment or
to register your child for the program, please
phone 66884272.
Lismore Performing Arts Festival
All our students have been practicing hard all
Term for our annual Performing Arts Festival
item. This year, all the students are performing a dance item titled “Summertime Fun”.
Students from Kindy to Year 6 are excited to
perform at Lismore Workers Club as part of
this amazing Festival.
STEM Day @ Dorroughby Environmental
Education Centre
All of our Year 5&6 students recently attended
a Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths
(STEM) day. The students formed teams and
completed challenges where they had to work
backwards from a given solution to solve the
question of what was the original problem! The
students had an amazing day and we thank
Barb from Rous Water and Christine from
Dorroughby for the
opportunity to participate.
Public Speaking Competition
Our Senior Class students are refining their
speeches on varied topics such as The History
of Vampires & Why Is Smoking Bad for You?,
for the upcoming First North Public Speaking Competition. All students from Year 3-6
participate in the school based first round,
with the winners attending Round 2 at Clunes
PS. We wish all our speakers luck!
Science Expo
In the second last week of Term our Science
teacher, Miss Laddin will be presenting a
Science Fair, displaying all the students Science
work from throughout this Term. All parents
and the wider community are welcome to visit
the Fair in the school library on Wednesday
September 9
Michael Coleman
Principal

Rosebank Public
School

At Rosebank, we are committed to providing
all students with a rich and diverse educational
experience. Term Three has been choc-a-block
with learning opportunities that reflect our
commitment to holistic learning. In the Creative
and Performing Arts, students of different ages
have participated in a Creative Arts Camp, the
Lismore Performing Arts Festival and all are
about to present our whole school musical, The
Lion King. We have attended the theatre, the
Byron Writers’ Festival and are about to host the
Tyke-Oh drummers for a drumming workshop
and performance. Older students are working
on a film-making project that will screen as part
of the LUCINDA project.
Rosebank Good Sports have proudly advanced
to the finals of the Small Schools Knockout
Competition in Soccer and on September 17th
will compete in the Sydney championships.
All children have also enjoyed our school yoga
program, delivered by the amazing Yoganauts
(Thank you James and Georgie), as well as
participating in First North Athletics Carnivals.
Healthy Harold from Life Education made a
house-call and older students will participate in
relationships education at the end of term.
Best of all, we have enjoyed fun in-class learning. In the Wadjahbin Class, even our smallest
students have begun their studies of French.
The Gawandi Class has been flying high with
Fast Maths. In the Senior Class (Juluhgran), we
have really enjoyed investigations-based learning in Mathematics and regular visits from Mr
Van Den Berg, Head of the Science Department at Kadina High School. In the picture, Jay
and William are enjoying a lesson on building
electric circuits...just before they left to compete
in (and win) a soccer match.
Because of all these events and activities, Rosebank families are often on the go, ferrying
children here and there. Nevertheless, they
make time to support our school in other ways.
Without our army of canteen helpers, P&C
workers and soccer coaches (to name just a
few), we couldn’t manage to deliver so many
wonderful activities. Hats off to our lovely
school community!

Upper Coopers
Creek School

It has been very busy at Upper Coopers Creek
over the last few weeks. Our entire senior
class were lucky to have the opportunity to
participate in a STEM day at Dorroughby
Environmental Education Centre. STEM is
an acronym for “Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics” they were engaged
in many activities such as building a water
catchment from natural materials. Our senior
students also visited Lismore library for ‘Brick
by Brick” a Lego workshop called ‘Build your
own capital’ focusing on Canberra’s buildings and monuments. This provided useful
background knowledge for their upcoming
excursion to Canberra. Our students are very
lucky because the size of our school makes
many opportunities available to everyone.
Earlier in the term two of our very talented
students Isabella and Aeryn performed in
the Rivers production of Aladdin. This was a
fantastic opportunity for these students to be
involved in a production of this calibre. We
are very proud of them both.
This term the whole school has been enjoying a weekly yoga session from ‘Yoganauts’
who design a program especially for primary
students. The program has a holistic approach
and focuses on mind and body.
We are very excited to have a playgroup starting at our school. It will run every Wednesday
and all local mums and toddlers are welcome
to attend and enjoy a morning of socialising
in a beautiful setting. If you would like any
more information please call the school on
66882128.

Upper Coopers Creek Public School

Rosebank Public School
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Goonengerry Public
School

The mantra at our school this month:
From little things, big things grow...
Kinder Orientation— fun and tear-free!
Starting ‘Big School’ can be exciting, confusing and terrifying—and that’s just
the mums and dads! With this in mind we’re running a very flexible and relaxed
Kinder Orientation Program for budding kinders (and their nervy folks!) from
Thursday, August 27, starting with a Parent Tour and Morning Tea. Whether
you’re intending to enrol in 2016 or just want to have a peek, everyone is
welcome to come along and see what we have to offer. The key is to help your
little one feel comfortable in ‘Big School’, meet other kids, and answer questions that crop up. The
Program runs from
9.30am - 11.30am over
four Thursdays (Aug 27,
Sept 10, Oct 22, and Nov
5). Come one morning,
come all four, or organise a date that suits you:
6684 9134.
Multi-tasking at ValleyFest
One
thing
you’ll
quickly discover here
Goonengerry Public School
is our renowned music
program, which we’re
passionate
about.
Learning an instrument has proven to
boost both academic
outcomes and selfesteem. It’s no surprise,
then, that our confident kids pulled off
an outstanding performance at the recent
ValleyFest
Concert
held at Byron High.
We were one of only a
Goonengerry Public School
few schools able to sing,
dance and play multiple instruments (guitars, xylophones, glockenspiel)—all at
once! We’re so proud of them and Sue and Ange for their hard work.
Science Week is in the bag
We’re also passionate about the environment and our littlie greenies, aka the
students, have been working diligently with Ange and Jude to design, screenprint and produce a calico bag to challenge our community to go plastic-free.
It’s now available at the school and the Federal Shop for just $5. All part of
National Science Week, we hope you’ll buy a bag and help us help the environment!
Good sports, great effort!
Finally, a giant THANK YOU to all the families, community members and
sponsors who got behind our recent fundraising effort at the Far North Coast
Athletics Carnival. We’re a small school so it took a big effort but we raised well
over $3000, which now comes back to our students. A very special thanks to
organisers Penelope and Dave who went above and beyond, as well as all the
bakers, BBQers and helpers on the day. Thanks to our anonymous donor who
dropped in some much-needed cash, and to our cherished sponsors: The Farm,
The Bread Social, Mullumbimby Milk, Byron Kitchen, Bidvest Fresh, North
Coast Wholesale & Distribution, Byron Bay Bay Pork & Meats Butchery, IGA,
Woolworths, Damon Robbins Coffee and Leigh & Alicia Rickert.
*Don’t forget our playgroup each Thursday from 9am to 11am during the
school term. All families welcome. For more info on this or anything at all,
drop in for a cuppa or call the school: 66849134.
MORE INFO:
GOON PS PRESS OFFICER:
Christina Larmer 0266849120
chrislp2@bigpond.com
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Benny Zable “I lived to tell the tale” - Resurrection from the Flames By Ian Browne
(Ed: This part interview is an excerpt taken
from Ian’s soon to be released free E-book'Children of the Big Scrub'...)
In April of this year, Benny Zable had an
accident that could have ended a long career
in the declaration of justice to all forms of
life.
On the foreshore of Byron Bay, and high
up on a ladder, I was helping erect a banner
for the Angel’s tripod during the Bentley
Anniversary. The pegs that supported the
whole operation were left behind and I was
impatient. The wind was swirling and down
I came. It wasn’t pleasant. I’m so glad the
Angel didn’t go up the tripod that day, but
the accident has been traumatic on my body.
I have been living in Nimbin since the
Aquarius Festival. I stayed on in Nimbin
where I became involved with the formation
of the coordinated coop of the Tuntable Falls
community. However, since my injury I fell
into a meditative process, reflecting where
I felt I needed to be in the future. I looked
back through all the positives in my life and
I came to the realisation that the best part
of my life was when I was part of the ‘Arts
and Science Festival’ in Canberra, which
was sponsored by Goff Whitlam. This festival was an initiative that involved people
sharing their passions and ideas about life. It
involved all sorts of people and was playful
in manner.
I have been connected with the Aboriginal Tent Embassy over the years and have
had some very moving social interactions in
Canberra. I want to head back to Canberra

to help create something very special. I want
to be a part of creating a new world fair in
Canberra, one that inspires all people how to
live in the future. Things are looking pretty
grim, discussion towards the future seem
frightful. The ‘Right’ have their way for now;
everything is about jobs, jobs formation.
What about caring, caring for Aboriginal
people for example? Our government is
all about exploiting the plebs. Alternative
festivals are trying to find another foothold.
Trying to find a way where we can all live
together, through the Arts and Science.
Through the Aboriginal Tent Embassy in
Canberra, artist Geoffrey Skews and I will
invite artists to join together in Canberra

in 2018 for the 10th Anniversary of Sorry
Day. We want to encourage young people to
start moving ahead, and not always on the
back foot. It will be an eco-friendly inspired
alternative way of living. I will be there to
see it manifest.

Zany Bubble’s New Life
A lot of people don’t realise the meaning
of the bubbles seen within my visual art.
They represent the formation of new life,
the resurrection after death. This theme
which I employ within my work instigated
the title handed to me ‘Zany Bubbles’. It
fitting that I am situated above the Phoenix Rising Café, here in Nimbin. As can be
seen within my photo here ‘Bubble of the
Journey Holistic’, this is my symbol which
I designed in Melbourne. It depicts ‘resurrection from destruction’. Looking into the
fire you can see the continuum of life, the
regeneration of life coming from the fire.
Recently within the media they have been
talking about the ‘6 Extinctions’- where we
are entering a phase similar to the extinction of the dinosaurs. If we don’t own up
to being mammals, sharing our ecosystems
instead of playing God, then this will be a
dilemma for us as a species, and all life. We
are the cause of this destruction with our
industrialised way of living.
For the past 15 years I have been involved in
the ‘Eco-Festival New York’. It is the longest
continuous festival of its kind. It has been
running for 26 years and has been copied all
around the world. I designed their set too.
This is the third year running where we will
be located in Time Square. I will also decorate for the International Day of Peace in
Central Park, which is a vigil for peace and
harmony. I will be supporting ‘Occupy Wall
Street’ as well. This is a busy period for me.
Ian Browne

Locabiber 								
Has this been a strange winter? Perhaps it's the
question we are now constantly asking about the
seasons. It's been both cold and warm, wet and
dry. And, not unusually for the Northern Rivers
perhaps, blossoms are already out-coming on fruit
trees. In winter, because of the cold, I am inclined
to drink red, when white is my fave. But it really
hasn't been that cold for a prolonged period. So
Pinot Noir is a mid-way for those of us who sulk
over tannin-rich reds.
As I have written recently, finding a very good but
cheap Pinot Noir is an eclectically (ok, eccentrically) serviceable definition of impossible. Besides
WA's 2013 Mad Fish, I've just discovered a 2013
NZ Pencarrow Pinot. I can claim neither explorer
nor conquistador status for this discovery. I was at
a tasting counter when a woman came approached,
looked over the tasting bottles and chose discerningly what to try. She had the Pencarrow in hand
– noticeable because of its vertical, centred label in
grey. She said she had served it in n a restaurant on
a regular basis. I knew I was on to a good thing –
the affordance of anonymity, strangers and chance!

...Moya Costello

Elsewhere I have talked about WA's very, very
drinkable Deep Woods Rosé. For some wineries,
all their work is good; for some, all not so good
for me. And some are mixed. But Deep Woods is
turning out to be an all-gooder, since their 2014
Chardonnay is also a very good-drinking, traditional Chardy. What I am trying to say is that
with this you can't go wrong if you like a wooded
Chardy.

A strong coconut, guava
perfume. Smooth and
drinkable: initially lightly
sweet, and, so, luscious,
but dry going down the
throat. It's so lovely that
it's coming in second to
my fave: Tar and Roses
Pinot Grigio.

Another great growing place for Chardy is the
Adelaide Hills. Eden Valley is near those hills,
and anything from Padthaway we can take as
great. Because of this provenance, the proprietary
labelled 2014 One Road Chardonnay is very quaffable. A mid-gold in colour, it has an interestingly
nutty perfume and long, textured palate which
features savoury watermelon and light lemon.
The label says Padthaway provides the stone-fruit
flavour and Eden valley the citrus.

Jared Dixon under his Jilly label has released
an intriguing new white: a 2015 New England
Gewurztraminer and Petit Manseng, hand-picked
and destemmed, indigenous-yeast fermented. The
most extraordinary9 colour, making you think of
medieval mead, a kind of dense honey that's also
clear and golden, with an hallucinatory bronzedpink tinge. A mildly sweet perfume of jube, ripe
stone fruit, a fluffy yellow or golden velvet. A beautiful wine that is almost like cordial; sophisticated
and elegant. An adult wine, a wine for fantastically
imagined aristocratic celebrations – or a wine to
serve really good and valued friends to say that they
are of value.

Pinot Gris is becoming so common that it no longer
has a Palov's-dog effect of surprise. But Vanasour
NZ Pinot Gris still makes you take notice. Clear
and light in colour, with a very fine pink tinge.
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September film night
On 12 September we’ll be screening Tokyo
Story (1953), a black and white Japanese film
directed by Yasujiro Ozu. It’s an unsentimental
insight into the human condition, expressed
through Ozu’s distinctive style, which gives a
very photographic feel to his films.
Ozu has been called ‘the most Japanese of all
directors’ and this is particularly evident in this
film where he creates visual stepping stones
providing contemplative interludes.
The genius of Ozu is in the compassion and
empathy he brings to the portrayal of human
nature through the subtle power of film. His
virtuosity in telling universal stories, simply
and evocatively, makes this film one that
lingers in memory.
‘Sooner or later, everyone who loves movies
comes to Ozu’.
October dinner and short films
Federal Films has been going strong for
14 years, presenting a wide range of adult
films and kids matinee movies while providing local schools with a valuable fundraising
opportunity through catering at our monthly
screenings.
We’re proud of our motto of ‘bringing together
community through film and food’ and our
continuing success is testament to the
community support we’ve enjoyed over the
years.
Once a year we hold our own fundraising
dinner and short films evening to enable us to
pay the costs to keep going and this year it’s on
Saturday 10 October.
We’ve chosen an eclectic mix of extraordinary
short films to surprise and entertain you during
the fabulous Asian inspired three course meal
we’ll be serving.
Once again, the wonderful Belinda Jeffery has
lovingly designed our menu to ensure another
sensational evening of fine cuisine.
We’ll greet you with a glass of bubbly, allow
plenty of time for socialising and our team of
cooks will prepare and serve you at your table,
so all you have to do is enjoy yourselves.
Tickets are $35 per person for FFS members
and $40 for non-members, and BYO drinks.
This is a night that few locals ever miss and
it’s booked out every year so don’t hesitate
to call Fran on 6688 4134 or email:
federalfilmsociety@gmail.com to make
your booking.

editor@villagejournal.org.au

Fed Films Food

“I’m just a little bit
lonely…for The Jezabels”
By Ian Browne Shamrock News
While living in Darwin, part of the reason I
enjoyed grabbing a DVD from the store in
Nightcliff was due to them always playing the
Mace Spray film clip. This is where my love for
the Jezabels began; it was a sound that would
steal my heart. When I moved down to Brunswick Heads I was excited to hear that the two
ladies from the Sydney band actually hail from
Byron Shire. In fact, a friend overheard one of
the lady’s fathers, in his Scottish accent, merrily
boasting of his daughter’s success in the band.
Lead songstress Hayley Mary, and keyboardist
Heather Shannon, have been on quite a ride
since.
They formed in 2007 while attending Sydney
Uni, and went on to record two well-loved
albums, and such successful EP’s as Dark
Storm. A feminist band, their title is actually a
revolt against the way women have often been
portrayed throughout history. Hayley Mary has
been outspoken in interviews about the pressure women face in society; the entertainment
industry in particular. I used the lyrics from
Mace Spray, a poignant song that I felt expressed
the dangers and mental anxiety women are dealt
in life, in a story I wrote about the ‘women of
Myanmar’ after visiting Burma in 2012. It may
well involve this sentiment, but @ Triple- J’s Top
100, Hayley described the song as relating to the
fact that within ideology the strength of your
inner-voice does not always match-up to the
complexities of reality.
Triple J’s 2009 ‘Unearthed Feature Artists’, they
have since toured internationally with indielords ‘Garbage, Depeche Mode and The Pixies’.
Their song She’s So Hard was the third most
‘added’ on US College radio, while their first
album Prisoner became the Aria Awards’ ‘Best
Indie Release’ for 2011.
While getting to know the Jezabels, I heard
Kate Bush and Siouxsie Sioux. Now I just hear

PO Box 760, Lismore 2480

Hayley Mary. Hayley
describes their sound
as ‘Bronte-esque
gothic’; their Prisoner and Nobody Nowhere
are just as dark-n-alluring as any ‘Fields of the
Nephilim’ drama. The latest album The Brink
is wistfully euphoric. I love it, and the song The
Brink itself is brilliant. All their previous works
have joined me on many road trips across the
continent. Hayley’s ever delicious soul-reaching
anguished-pitch keeps me loyal. But it’s not just
the celestial vocals that have kept me smitten, the
mood Samuel Lockwood inflicts upon us with
his vaporous guitar, especially the industrial surge
in Trycolour, and the incessant-grandness of Nik
Kaloper’s drumming, is also inspiring. They have
been clever with the structuring of their songs.
Heather Shannon’s synth-infused marriage with
the guitar altissimo in Endless Summer is as epic
as Bowie’s Heroes.
“In the streets, you got a secret to repeat”
Were they ever inspired by Sydney’s Toys Went
Berserk? [Post-punk outfit from Syd.ed]Is there
any other song about with such an extended
lead-in to the chorus as Mace Spray? Perhaps I’ll
never know, but one thing I am sure of- Australia
needed a sound like the Jezabels; and not just
because my Dreaming is cockatoo are they one of
my favourite bands of all time, but….baby how I
ponder your shadow….and it’s divine.

ph 0478 182 770
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Repentance Creek Hall

Pizza Night
Support your local halls!

Feeling cold? Come and sit around a fire, enjoy
Pizza, drinks, cake and a kids’ movie. BYO
A great social, community event.

/RepentanceCreekHall

Saturday 26th September from
4:00 pm – Repentance Creek Hall

Pay up in advance and take advantage of 2014

Unlike the video store, the library or those pesky unpaid parking fines; at
The Village Journal we don’t charge ‘late fees’ or ‘account keeping fees’ and
at times this means people forget to pay on time. The problem for us is
that we have bills too and the VJ team rely on the goodwill of our advertisers to pay their accounts on time.
So we’ve come up with a solution – a win win!
You want cheaper ads - we want to get paid - so pay for your ad in advance
and you will receive your ad at the old 2014 rates.
This is over $10 off your advertising costs.
It pays to pay upfront.
Disclaimer: Offer only applies to people who pay upfront - not those
who say they will pay upfront but don’t.
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We thank the following contributors to
this issue:
Paul Recher, David, Freedom Vivian, Lorraine

D i s c l a i m e r…

VJ Advertising

The views and opinions expressed
in this journal are those of individual
writers, and not necessarily those of
the VJ team. Neither RCI nor the VJ
necessarily endorse products and
services of the advertisers or those
mentioned in the articles

ad size:
small		
medium
large		
1/4 page
half page

$40
$60
$90
$110
$170

$105
$165
$255
$315
$495

$180
$300
$480
$600
$960

Classified Ads - $5.50 for up to 25 words
Service Directory Listing:
List your business name and phone
number for $30 per year.

All contributions must be original,
not defamatory or infringe
intellectual copyrights, and all
supporting references be properly
acknowledged. Pseudonyms are not
acceptable and authors must supply
full name, contact address and
phone number.

The VJ is GST exempt ABN 70106816600
Direct Deposit BSB 728728 Acc 22209300
Enquiries to
advertise@villagejournal.org.au

Vass, Lydia Kindred, GetUp, Lucy Haslam, Mary,
Tamara Smith, Dawn Macintyre, Stewart Hase,

Not-for-profits/community

Ian Browne, Al Brockman, Jim Edwards

announcements receive a 50% discount

Full details of our publishing
guidelines are to be found on the
VJ Website.

October Issue Deadline
22nd September

Jenny Love, Alex Wilson

Local Business and Service Directory
Auto Mechanical
Six Star Mobile Automotive Services
Bush Regeneration
Phil Murray 6688 2066 or
Das Miller
Carpenter
Computer Repairs, Sales & Training
PowerMax
Computer Help
Graham McCallum
Dental Care
Little Lane Dental
Ron Field
Driveway Repairs
Earthmoving
Tom Thumb 6689 5414 or
Electrical Contractor
Afterglow Electrical Services
Barry Connor
Electrical Services
Sunshine Electrical Services
Fencing (rural)
Malcolm Robertson
Creek to Coast Farm Services
Films
Federal Films
Floor Sander
NJH Floorsanding
Gas
Horn’s Gas
Handyman and Rubbish Removal
Bandhu Thomas
Health & Healing
Byron Health & Healing, Federal
Horse Riding
Robina Todd
Landscaping Supplies Troy’s Driveway & Landscape Supplies
Martial Arts
SMA Lismore
Mechanic / Service Station
Clunes Auto Centre

0415 724 494
0402 465 488
0416213645
6622 4996
6688 4705
6684 2816
6688 2153
0457 895 414
0432 331 633
6688 2114
0416 043 414
0400 351 019
0432 752 384
6684 9313
0420 215 716
6622 3085
6688 2069
6688 4651
0408 683 688
6622 8890
6622 4799
6629 1270

Meditation
Mobile Saw Milling
Mowing & Earthworks
Musical Instruments
Natural Remedies

Michael
Nicolaus Jungman
Federal Mowing & Earthworks
Son of Drum
Traditional Medicinals
Mullum Herbals
Phone Services
Telstra
Plants
Lismore Garden Centre
Plumber
Mark Horswell
Printers
Lismore City Printery
Real Estate Agent
Elders Real Estate Bangalow
Recycled Building Materials
Magnay’s, Lismore
Slashing
Ron Field
Store
Clunes General Store
Suspensions, Trailers
Ace, Lismore
Timber and Plywood
Lismore Timber & Ply
Tyres
Pirlo’s, Lismore
Used Furniture
Bob’s Lismore
Vet
Lismore Veterinary Clinic
Waste Services
Richmond Waste
Whale Watching
Blue Bay
Yogalates
Clunes

Schools and Associations
Public Schools
Bexhill 6628 4233
Clunes
Corndale 6628 4305
Dunoon
Eureka 6688 4272
Goonengerry
Rosebank 6688 2126
Whian Whian
Upper Coopers Creek 6688 2128
Eltham
Preschools
Clunes 6629 1551
Dunoon
Federal 6688 4371
Rosebank
Play groups Clunes - Inga Schader 6629 1674
Whian Whian
Eureka - Megan Noble 66884272
Dorroughby Environmental Education Centre		
6689 5286
Federal Film Society
Anita
Girl Guides Australia
Helen Hargreaves
Dunoon Scouts
Cubs: Lyn Black
Scouts: Graham Pringle
Community Services
Hall Bookings
Whian Whian
6689 5672
Dunoon
66284178
6689 5013
6688 2191

After School Care Clunes Out of School Care6629 1750
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0415 532 791
0428962708
6688 4651
04240 46 043
6622 4099
6684 3002
6625 9023
6621 7305
0419 483 144
6621 5371
6687 1500
6621 5549
6688 2153
6629 1340
66214251
6621 2565
66213561
6622 4029
6622 0033
6621 7431
1800 858 155
0437 406 391

Not-for-profit groups listed for free – ring 0421 603 253 or
contact advertise@villagejournal.org.au or PO Box 760, Lismore, 2480

Community Directory

Corndale
Dorroughby
Repentance Ck

get listed for $3.30/issue or $30/year – ring 0421 603 253 or contact
advertise@villagejournal.org.au or PO Box 760, Lismore, 2480

6629 1278
6689 5208
6684 9134
6689 5240
6629 1321
6689 5396
6688 2096
66895240
6684 9313
6689 5254
6628 8588
6628 2820

6689 5577
Rosebank
6688 2220
Federal 0497 074 709
Eureka
6688 4217

Lifeline
Bangalow gardening club
Landcare

131114
Margaret Byrne
Fox Road
Phoenix
Rosebank 6688 2220
Whian Whian
Wildlife Carers
Rosebank Koala Rescue
Northern Rivers Wildlife Carers
WIRES Northern Rivers Rescue Hotline
Friends of the Koala Hotline number
Emergency Services
FIRE / AMBULANCE / POLICE		
Hospitals
Lismore 6621 8000
Byron Bay
Fire Permits

Rosebank

Federal John Nardi
Goonengerry
Boat Harbour
Clunes
Dunoon
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De Condos
Didier Marceau

6688 4151
Hodgson
Waddell
Johnston
Feebrey

6688 2263
6689 5716

Eric Kinchin

6622 4133
6688 2222
6688 2217
6629 1162
6689 5696
6688 2217
6628 1866
6628 1898
6622 1233
Dial 000
6685 6200
6688 2217

Hugh Campbell
0459 415 938
6684 9153
Martin 6684 9234
6628 4382
Butler 6628 4118
6629 1270
Battistuzzi 0412 742 741
6689 5438
Watts 6689 5359

McDougall 0409 425 551

ph 0478 182 770
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September 2015
Pelicans - Alex Wilson

SATURDAY

SUNDAY
29

MONDAY
30

TUESDAY
31

WEDNESDAY
01

THURSDAY

02

FRIDAY
03

Alstonville Farmers
Market
Lismore Farmers Market

05
Alstonville Farmers
Market
Bangalow Farmers
Market
Lismore Farmers Market

12

04

Mullum Farmers Market

06

07

Lismore Car Boot

Rainbow Region
Organic Market @
Showground 7.30-11 AM

Byron Bay Market

13

08

14

09

10

Whian Whian
Playgroup WW School
10-11.30am

Byron Farmers Market

Eureka Playgroup
9.30 - 11.30am

Lismore Produce
Market 3.30-6.30PM

15

16

11

Trivia 6.30PM @
Eltham Hotel

17

Mullum Farmers Market

18

RCI AGM
Rosebank Landcare @
Rosebank Reserve 8-11am

Alstonville Farmers
Market
Lismore Farmers Market

19

Alstonville Farmers
Market
Lismore Farmers Market

26
Repentance Hall Pizza
Night
Alstonville Farmers
Market
Lismore Farmers Market
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Rainbow Region
Organic Market @
Showground 7.30-11 AM

Channon Market

20

21

27

Bangalow Village
Market

phone 0478 182 770

22
Rainbow Region
Organic Market @
Showground 7.3011AM

Lismore Car Boot

28

Playgroup WW School
10-11.30am
Eureka Playgroup
9.30 - 11.30am

23

Lismore Produce
Market 3.30-6.30PM

24

Whian Whian
Playgroup WW School
10-11.30am

Byron Farmers Market

Eureka Playgroup 9.30 11.30am

Lismore Produce
Market 3.30-6.30PM

29
Rainbow Region
Organic Market @
Showground 7.30-11 AM

Byron Farmers Market

30
Whian Whian
Playgroup WW School
10-11.30am
Eureka Playgroup
9.30 - 11.30am
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01

Mullum Farmers Market

25

Mullum Farmers Market

02

Byron Farmers Market
Lismore Produce
Market 3.30-6.30PM

Mullum Farmers Market
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